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proof of being. Then trauma retreats like a virus, lies 
dormant at the root of nerves, resurfaces through 
body, through skin, and through image, trickles into 
consciousness. This is how we sometimes process. 
And this process is also art.

Harriet Sanderson: Uneasy Landscapes origi-
nated in a suggestion that it would be a fine thing 
to show aspects of Harriet’s work not previously 
exhibited — specifically the sensuous charcoals and 
early prints dating from her time at the University of 
Washington in the 1980s. The idea was attractive 
for several reasons — first as a starting point for a 
retrospective, showing the thirty-year development 
of an important body of work (the full articulation of 
a thought), and secondly, as a way to explore Har-
riet’s work beyond its usual identification.

Harriet’s work has become known, nationally and 
locally, in the context of disability, yet as with any 

Origins: body becoming landscape, landscape 
becoming body. A country of counterpane laid 
across the knees of a bed-bound child. The origin 
of drawing: a flickering shadow traced on a wall; 
images that danced on the inside of an eyelid, cast 
across the vastness of space, projected on ceiling 
cracks, inked on an expanse of blue-veined skin, 
discovered connect-a-dot on mattress cover, on the 
counterpane quilt.

In the best of the times, reality is experienced indi-
rectly: shadows on a cave (Plato), through a dark 
glass darkly (Paul), endlessly deferred and mediated 
through images and words (Baudrillard, Derrida); 
identity constructed, coherency attained in a mir-
ror reversed (for Lacan as for the Lady of Shalott). 
But in the worst of times, the Real hits unmediated, 
preverbal, too soon. Then Descartes stumbles, 
the dichotomous universe slips. Then existence 
precedes thinking, and the incarnate body is the 
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sors was potent. She had come to the UW with 
experience in scientific illustration and design and 
formidable lithography and intaglio skills, as well 
as acute, untreated, undiagnosed post-polio syn-
drome. She began making images of rolling hills 
and mountain clefts taken from travel snapshots, 
but without a strong sense of why these images 
were compelling. As she worked her way through 
the program, she worked her way through those 
landscapes, working and reworking her plates until 
they broke, fighting through pain, exhaustion, and 
anger at the limits of her strength in handling the 
heavy rollers and stones, working the images until 
they broke as well, and the abused landscapes be-
came the bodies they always were: reft, contorted 
and primal.

There is a congealed anger in Harriet’s early draw-
ings and prints, a cramped elegance that defies 
notions of symmetry or easy aesthetics: discomfort 
and uncentering hold sway. In graduate school, 
she began making casts: rubberized fetishes, odd 
“toys,” surreal remnants of a body configured as 
partial. Objects turned to installation: stained im-
print of body on discolored mattress; raw metal 
springs of bare, rusted bed; past and present collid-
ing in memories of confinement and chronic illness. 
Uneasy landscape became uneasy body, challeng-
ing and denying the normative illusion of an ideal, 
whole and competent self.

Harriet’s work had currency in the 1990s: the vis-
ceral power of material demonstrated by Joseph 
Beuys and Anselm Kiefer in Germany and Arte Po-
vera in Italy, the feminist emphasis first on the body 
and then on the cultural positioning of identity in 
the ‘70s and ‘80s, all came together in the urgency 
of the AIDS crisis in the ‘90s. The Body — cultural, 
political, sexual, abject, and Other — dominated 
the decade. The crisis of representation, art as 
simulacra, the impossibility of unmediated experi-
ence — cutting edge topics in the ‘80s — seemed 
hopelessly effete in the face of life and death issues 
that felt very Real indeed. Baudrillard and Derrida 

Uneasy Landscape 2, 1987, serigraph with acrylic & graphite, 29 x 33”
Landscape with draped figure, 1988, lithograph, charcoal, conté crayon 
chine-collé, 15 x 23”

work marked as other than normative — that is, as 
other than white, male, heterosexual, educated, 
and physically able (or capable as being seen as 
such) — categories and labels that provide initial 
exposure and context may also limit broader inter-
pretation. Still, to ignore the conditions from which 
the work sprang is also to obscure the vision, voice, 
journey, and specificity of the artist. The straddle 
and reconciliation of this divide was an important 
part of my conversation with Harriet during the evo-
lution of this exhibit.

By providing a look at both origins and develop-
ment of, we seek to frame Harriet’s work as specific 
to issues of illness while encompassing the univer-
sal experience of embodied existence: Inevitably, 
the idealized illusion of physical sufficiency shatters, 
we experience illness and aging, and there are few 
who will not experience one or both ends of the dy-
namic of caretaking as a necessary condition of our 
most universal truth. As someone who has deeply 
encountered the limits of the incarnate self, Harriet 
speaks to all.

I first met Harriet in those UW printmaking classes, 
where Professors Curt Labitzke and Shirley Scheier 
were recent hires. Both were talking specifically 
about meaning. For Shirley, the discussion came 
out of feminism, with a focus on figuration and 
technique, while for Curt the emphasis was on 
abstraction and experimentation, and with press-
ing past any constraints, technical or psychic, that 
might inhibit contending with the true content and 
impetus of the work. While Shirley stressed a politi-
cal and historical awareness of the implications of 
image making, Curt pushed for a brutal self-honesty 
that aligned with the Abstract Expressionism that 
dominated the painting program (from which I was 
a refugee), but abandoned any guise of art-for-art’s 
sake formalism. Art MEANT, and you had better be 
able to state — or at least, know — what you were 
about.

For Harriet, the combination of these two profes-
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were supplanted by Foucault and Lacan: the social 
construction of sexual bodies; history and art his-
tory as narratives of power and control. The inter-
rogation of a naturalized Kantian aesthetic — who 
is represented; who is silenced — made mincemeat 
of a century of Modernist discourse. In the Whit-
ney Biennial of 1993, the marginalized took center 
stage — strident lumps in a cultural pudding that 
would not be homogenized. In the fierce challenge 
to normative identity, all Others had their day and 
say. The function of art as meaning was fully on 
display.

Harriet’s work fit right in with the decade’s most 
redolent artistic interests: with Kiki Smith’s abject 
bodies, Nayland Blake’s institutional objects of 
desire, Robert Mapplethorpe and Lorna Simpson’s 
elegant photographs of erotics and difference, and 
particularly with performance art — Karen Finley, 
Bob Flanagan — where the extremes of physical 
experience both produced and subsumed language 
itself. “Identity art” of the ‘90s particularized alter-
ity, articulating specific voices elided in the rush to 
create a universal “we.” It dynamited the presump-
tion of “normal,” blasting open the family closet, 
the Pandora’s box in which all the skeletons were 
hidden. Yet to read the focus of Harriet’s art as an 
insistence on recognition of a non-normative self is 
to sell her, and it, short — a foreclosure of possibility 
and power. (Ironically, such foreclosure underpins 
the refusal to discuss Meaning by Abstract Expres-
sionists and other Modernists, who, like Susan 
Sontag, were “Against Interpretation.”)

There are two points that I would like to stress spe-
cific to Harriet’s work: 1) the universality of physical 
limitation as a necessary component of embodi-
ment; 2) the localization of knowledge and experi-
ence in Harriet’s work — which is to say, the speci-
ficity of her concern.

Point #1: We age. Early or late, we arrive at the 
place where our bodies, or those of our parents, 
partners, or even children, fail. Death, the great 

Making Amends, 1989, plaster, polyurethane,
30 x 40 x 5”

opposite, top right: Acrobat (detail from Pillow Bed, 
from Mental Playrooms),1993, felt marker, shellac on 
Tableau paper, 5”. Photo by Mark van S.

opposite, bottom left: Corner Decoration, 1992, 
shellacked photocopy, hinged and bookfolded in 3 
dimensions 14 x10 x6”. Photo by Mark van S.

commoner, is watched in slow motion on its long 
approach: a slow unraveling of that ideal figure 
glimpsed in Lacan’s mirror, that infantile illusion of 
potency veiling insufficiency, the contingency of 
the flesh. Sontag, in Illness as Metaphor, wrote of 
our dual citizenship in the countries of the hale and 
of the ill, and of our inevitable use of the passport 
into the land of illness, (even if on a temporary visa). 
Harriet’s work, especially as she ages, encompass-
es this reality, expresses it with exceptional force 
as someone who has spent a lifetime as a frequent 
flier, passport filled. She can, she does, write a 
guide book for us all.

Point #2: Harriet’s work bears comparison with 6 7



Torn 1 and Torn 2, 2005,
archival digital prints, 41 ½ x 24” each

beginning of art in her own myth of origins, in the 
connect-the-dot games of a bed-ridden childhood 
that moved from mattress to skin, mapping a realm 
of habitable territory, a terra cognita. References 
to skin are myriad: in the landscape of hills that 
becomes a range of pig ears; in the digitized photo-
graphs of her own finger, arm, knee; the pattern of 
pores super-imposed on mattress pad or sky. The 
body speaks to experience lost in the formation of 
visual-verbal memory: memory from before there 
were words for what was felt in the flesh, before 
classification of images could occur; memory, too 
close to the skin; a memory stored in nerves, mus-
cles, bones. A memory of skin; the skin’s memory.

Harriet’s most recent work circles back to where the 
journey of life and art are one. Uneasy landscape 
became infirm body becomes firmament. Quilting 
becomes sky, sky becomes skin, skin becomes 
Braille, flesh becomes word. In the language of 
touch, identity is formed and expression given, the 
body one with the origins of art and culture. Project 
and extrapolate: shadow on the wall, pictures in the 
stars. The most fundamental, the most universal, of 
human activities. Connect-the-dots is what we do, 
spinning fragments into coherence, into narratives 
and landscapes of the embodied self.

that of Kiki Smith, an artist whose reputation was 
secured by her treatment of the abject body in the 
‘90s, but more recently has focused on the aging, 
post-menopausal female body. Yet despite a shared 
concern with the body, there is a difference in the 
place of knowledge. Smith’s work, even when ex-
ploring the helpless emptying of the body, has the 
quality of a mental reflection of physical phenomena. 
The experience the work references is visceral, but 
the experience is held, turned, and examined. If the 
referenced reality is beyond what the mind can fully 
comprehend, the mind still posits that too large real-
ity, observes, and allows its mind-self to be blown. 
Harriet is closer to Ana Mendieta, an artist who also 
exceeded the labels of the then-current conversa-
tion — her identification with the earth drawn from her 
knowledge of Cuban Santería, yet read as essen-
tialist at a time when essentialism was deemed the 
naive romanticism of middle-class Anglo feminists. 
The correlation is in Mendieta’s identification with the 
earth as body, as the source of knowledge. For both, 
this is not a gender split of mind and body, nature/
culture, but an embrace of another site of knowledge.

For Harriet the body IS the site of knowledge, the 
source of specific experience and the place at which 
her experience becomes universal. The body is the 
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Wandering Touch: 
Freckled, 2012, 
archival digital print 
with hand drawn ink, 
62 x 34”

Area rug, 2012,
archival digital print,
60 x 34”



Uneasy Landscapes invites us into a mysterious 
world of both vulnerability and inner strength. The 
visitor can take the perspective from the not-so-
easy chair, or the uncomfortable-bed-immobilized-
fatigue, or the caress and embrace of quilted 
hands. This room is no illusion. Harriet Sanderson’s 
life work is the world itself of inner strength and 
dependency that we all are required to face at 
some point and for an unknown length of time. Her 
artmaking gives tribute to lives lived with enduring, 
courageous honesty.

Harriet Sanderson made the seemingly unlikely 
choice of the physically demanding printmak-
ing discipline in the mid-1980s. Printmaking is an 
elaborate, indirect, lengthy process in which the 
artist first marks or carves or incises into a matrix. 
This matrix, whether wood or stone or metal, is 
then rubbed up with ink. Pressure is applied to the 
matrix, offsetting the pigment onto paper. Twenty 
years ago, after years of labored etchings, screen-
prints, and stone and metal plate lithographs, Har-
riet pressed her hand into ink and then pressed her 
hand onto paper. The beginning of this life work 
was that simple.

These body prints are intuitively reconfigured and 
further developed in the same thoughtful process 
used in Rembrandt’s or Picasso’s traditional etch-
ings. The core issues of modernist printmaking are 
pigment, pressure, and paper. Sanderson transfers 
pigment from the intimate folds of skin, the com-
fort of fabric, and the pinching pressure of cruel 
furniture. Rather than these marks residing on a 
surface to provide a window on another’s world, 
Sanderson engages the paper as an active ele-
ment in the work. Her willingness to work outside 
the understood parameters of individual disciplines 
and merge ancient printing methods with modern 
technology established a truly rigorous and unique 
way of working. At one moment she is massaging 
oils and pigment into the paper, and at the next she 
is scanning and photoshopping layers of scissor-
cut, shaped images. More than marked, the paper 

right: Comforter (detail), 1992, photocopy images in waxed 
paper sleeves, stitched to bed sheet, 65 x 65” (full piece)

opposite: Conflated: Bedclothes – body within, 2012, 
archival digital print, 57 x 18”

Whirlfoot, 1993,
photocopy, aluminum lithography plate, 17” diameter

Shirley Scheier
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itself takes the role of marks, altered, revised, cut 
away, and reincorporated until she intuitively ar-
rives at the finished piece. The virtual reality of the 
typical digital image is defied through the layering 
and block-out printing processes. Additionally, the 
finished work brings reality into question with the 
cross-layering of digital processes and physical 
ones: one layer of cuts, patching, and stabbing 
slickly scanned and printed becomes a physical 
surface subjected to actual cuts, palpable textures, 
and material irregularity beckoning us to run our 
fingertips over the work.

Sanderson pushes beyond her physical capacity: 
her creative work demands and establishes a much 
larger definition and a much larger world, paradoxi-
cally, than her allocation of life forces can truly ac-
commodate. Rest is elusive as the mind continues 
in high-speed cutting, patching, stabbing, rebuild-
ing, quilting together the magic of the night sky.

right: Loose Ends, 1987, spray lacquer & india ink on 
embossed, sliced & bent paper, 30 x 42”

left: Seated figures (detail from LIMBUS), 2007, archival 
digital prints draped and laced onto found chairs, solo 
installation in 2800-sq ft Jundt Art Museum, Gonzaga 
University, Spokane, WA. Photo by Anna Daedalus
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First of all, Harriet Sanderson is an artist and her art 
is beautiful. She is a master of using visual structure 
as a way of expressing the content in her work. I 
recall an installation she did at the abandoned hos-
pital of the Sand Point Naval Air Station in Seattle in 
1999. Hundreds of pieces of canes, leaning, resting, 
holding and all the time indexing the original fur-
niture and bedding in room after room. It was as if 
Paul Klee had taken his lines on a walk to show that 
the rest of his drawing was static. Harriet doesn’t 
just position objects in her installations… she stag-
es them. The size, complexity and placement of the 
objects determine the visual conversation, much 
as the floor plan and furniture in a Harold Pinter 
play become part of the dialogue. In addition, the 
dramatic shadows cast by strategically positioned 
stage lights greatly enhance the play of multiple 
meaning that exists in much of her work.

I originally met Harriet in a woodcut class I was 
teaching at the University of Washington School of 
Art, Winter Quarter, 1988. She was an outstanding 
student and subsequently earned her BFA and MFA 
degrees in printmaking. The prints and drawings 
that she produced while a graduate student are 
gorgeous. Harriet had graduated with a Bachelor of 
Science degree in entomology from Purdue Univer-
sity in 1973 and was trained to observe with preci-
sion. I assume her notebooks were full of wonder-
ful drawings of insects. As a child, in a home that 
had many picture books of contemporary artists, 
she was encouraged by her talented mother to do 
printmaking and puppetry. No wonder Harriet also 
studied printmaking and drawing while at Purdue 
and continued studying and hanging out with other 
artists at the Indianapolis Art League after gradu-
ation. With this arsenal of talent and skills, Harriet 
came to Seattle.

Harriet had contracted polio as a child. Now, most 
artists don’t want to be just like everyone else but, 
on the other hand, most would prefer not to be 
disabled. Of course, there are many, many disabled 
artists who are celebrated artists. For example, 
Frieda Kahlo, Chuck Close, Jose Clemente Orozco 
and Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, to mention a very 
few. But they are admired because of their work, 
not because they have difficulty doing it. I had no 
idea that Harriet was in pain and suffering bouts of 
exhaustion when she was in my class. I admired her 
work because it was visually smart and beautiful.

During my 31 years of teaching art, I had contact 
with hundreds of beginning and advanced students. 
They were all capable of being artists, if they chose 
to do so. Many are still making artwork today but 
many are not. It’s not surprising that people find 
more interesting things to do with their lives than 
spending hours or days or months making art just 
to spend an equal amount of time erasing or de-
stroying it. What is surprising is that so many peo-
ple do so because, as far as I can determine, after 
one leaves school there is little correlation between 
doing good work and receiving rewards for it. I think 
the ones that continue working actually enjoy mak-
ing the effort, and if the product is responded to by 
others, so much the better. Harriet Sanderson has 
always found strength in making an effort and I feel 
that her brilliant (although probably subconscious) 
choice to make art which involved a lot of problem 
solving allowed her to hit the ground running after 
graduate school.

During the last 25 years, Harriet Sanderson has 
created an impressive and important body of work 
that has been very personally and rigorously re-
lated to her own disability and, by extension, to the 
physical and psychological effects of disability in 

general. Her precise observation and her incred-
ible visual skills are focused on her own physiology 
and the evolving results of its unpredictability. With 
intelligence, wit, and humor she uses many forms 
of visual art to open the world of disability to the 
general public. Her personal courage and immense 
efforts become universal expressions of the adjust-
ments (often hidden) that are forced on people with 
disabilities. While this is a good and rewarding thing 
for an artist to do, it has its downside, particularly 
if the artist is as successful as Harriet is at doing it. 
The peril of being ignored by the larger art commu-
nity because of what you choose to do as an artist 
is always a possibility and often leads to isolation 
and feelings of rejection. Many artists throughout 
history have faced this dilemma and one way they 
have dealt with it is to muster the courage of their 
own method and taste… and keep on making their 
own particular art. Harriet Sanderson is doing just 
that. All the sweat and anguish of her wonderful 
earlier work is being poured into her most recent 
art. It’s no longer a product of problem solving. It’s 
become an intensely focused personal investiga-
tion.

Harriet Sanderson’s work has never ceased to be 
intriguing. Her training as both a scientist and an 
artist is evident in all of her work, and her ability to 
appear indefatigable in her efforts is a credit to the 
passion she feels for what she’s making. Both her 
art and her life are beautiful.

Michael Spafford

3 views from LAG: A Holding Pattern in Building 9, 1999, 
400 canes; ~100 site chairs, game tables, smoking stands, 
mattresses and pillows, 5000-sq ft installation at the former 
Sand Point Naval Air Station. Photos by Anna Daedalus16 17



Whiling away: gathering wool, 2012, pierced & distressed archival digital print, oil, graphite, 32 x 62



opposite: Study, 2011, ink on paper, 8 x 12” 

self-awareness we might wake up beating our-
selves up in the dark, not knowing where or what 
we are. Without any inner or outer intuition, we’d 
lose ourselves; the body would not be able to be-
come the body.

According to Nate Mackey, Legba — the limping 
Yoruba god of crossroads — transforms his “deficit 
leg into invisible supplement.” Legba is “crippled, 
the limping god who nonetheless dances.” He “suf-
fers not from deformity but multiformity.” In effect 
the so-called ‘disability’ expressed thru limping can 

In the sensation of the phantom limb, transcen-
dence and immanence meet. It is “a felt recovery, a 
felt advance beyond severance and limitation which 
contends with and questions conventional reality. 
It’s a feeling for what’s not there which reaches be-
yond as it calls into question what is.” (Mackey)

Grounded in physical memory, the body throws 
itself across space with the faith that it will marshal 
the balance to stay upright. Naturally propriocep-
tive, the body becomes almost immediately aware 
of itself as it gestures or moves. Without this bodily 

right: Detail from LAG: A Holding Pattern 
in Building 9, 1999, 400 canes; ~100 site 
chairs, game tables, smoking stands, 
mattresses and pillows, 5000-sq ft 
installation at the former Sand Point Naval 
Air Station. Photo by Anna Daedalus

Harriet Sanderson: LIMBUS
Robert  Mittenthal

“Overcoming fitness is the opposite of transcendence. It is unaccustoming. Unaccustomization.”
— Robert Kocik

At a recent studio visit, I found myself drawn to Harriet’s smaller prints; something about the intimate scale 
plays to my body. They seem less grounded and framed than the larger pieces. And a kind of vertigo can oc-
cur — lost in a sea of seared, marked, frayed, pocked skin.

There is something very sensual about the noise in these prints. Michel Serres, in his book Genesis, writes 
about la belle noiseuse (i.e. the sea from which Venus/Aphrodite arises) not being representational. La belle noi-
seuse is borne out of chaos, a primitive “wellspring, the black box that comprises, implicates, envelops in other 
words: buries all profiles, all appearances, all representations….”

Many of Sanderson’s prints use recognizable backdrops, sewn patterns of mattress covers, or she adds a lit-
eral constellation of marks, or text in Braille — small spots for us to read, an extra layer on the already stitched 
mat.

These markings suggest flowcharts, uneasy diagrams for overcoming the fitness that dominates our culture.

For me, at their best, these prints feel almost like cave paintings. They start with simple markings, searing the 
wall with an impression of a body in motion. The frame does not reveal itself, i.e., we get lost in the folds of 
frayed and/or broken flesh. Skin is splayed out, severed and mounted; we feel the hairs of on the back of our 
neck, skin on skin.

20 21
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“unveil impairment’s power….” The point here is 
that “impairment taken to higher ground, remedi-
ated, translates damage and disarray into a dance” 
into art.

Every artist works under constraints. Even the 
words unfolding here are not completely under my 
control. The context controls me as much as I con-
trol what comes out.

Harriet Sanderson is an artist enabled by an acute 
awareness of her own physical limits. She has 
spent a lifetime struggling with constraints. Arrang-
ing and rearranging furniture in a sort of Zen-like 
rock balancing exercise, Sanderson works like Si-
syphus: rolling a rock uphill, turning it carefully up-
ward in anticipation of the inevitable moment when 
balance is lost, when the rock tumbles back down 
to the foot of the hill.

Sanderson’s installation LIMBUS recontextualizes 
the museum into a sort of allegorical nursing home. 
Entering the body of the building, the viewers walk 
through the illuminated interior of the spaces as our 
bodies cast shadows amid the tableaux. We enter 
an enclosed yet active space to interact and mea-
sure the physical presence of the art against our 
own bodies. But it is the eerie absence evoked by 
arrangements of canes and chairs, mattresses and 
pillows that as Nate Mackey says “reaches beyond 
as it calls into question what is.”

Michel Serres asserts that work is “a struggle 
against noise.” Health is a silence of the organs. 
“Sickness is a noise.” We live in the relative space 
between silence and noise. It is up to us to work 
toward and not run from noise. If we are patient, 
“the noise slowly becomes conversation… noise 
and message exchange roles.”

Precariously balanced, Sanderson’s sculptures are 
vulnerable, impermanent. Morphing into different 
forms, her chairs and canes lean on each other, 
their arrangements shifting in pursuit of a more 

Before an infant grows down, developing neck and 
then arm and leg muscles etc., the infant is as one. 
Sensation ripples thru its body unimpeded. Tickled 
toes reverberate into the arms and face. With the 
acquisition of language — or maybe just with the 
development of muscle tone and control — the body 
begins to form divisions or compartments.

In Georges Perec’s novel Life: A Users Manual, 
each room in a Parisian apartment building is re-
vealed to us as a world unto itself. There are dis-
continuities at every threshold. Each room in some 
fundamental way is unknowable to all other rooms, 
but all rooms or chapters are singularly composed, 
full of intent. They are divided but in time relations 
between rooms and their contents begin to connect 
to reveal a more complex organism — the building 
as a whole.

right: Detail from LIMBUS, 2007, 
solo installation in 2800-sq ft Jundt 
Art Museum, Gonzaga University, 
Spokane, WA. Photo by Anna 
Daedalus

opposite: Crowd (detail from 
LIMBUS), 2007, solo installation 
in 2800-sq ft Jundt Art Museum, 
Gonzaga University, Spokane, WA. 
Photo by Anna Daedalus

In LIMBUS, there are all sorts of rooms: sleep-
ing rooms, sitting or waiting rooms, play or living 
rooms, as well as other transitional spaces. Two 
earlier sculptures, Tractor and Easy Chair, appear 
along the intermediary spaces guarding the en-
trances to rooms. Sanderson re-equipped these 
wheelchairs, renovating them with wooden canes 
and wicker. Tricked out of their bodies, as if hyper-
aware of themselves, they are vehicles adorned 
with symbols of their own limitations.

In the big living room an almost circus atmosphere 
pervades, a sequence of chairs exercising, lean-
ing in synch to one side or another. There seems 
to be a hidden chorus of voices sitting on loop leg 
chairs — the chairs up on cane handles as if danc-
ing on stilts; several chairs have wandered off for 
a stroll or have set themselves up to monitor the 

comfortable or less noisy position. In Tango Without 
Arms, a chair is comforted or perhaps tortured by 
mutating fragments of canes whose articulating 
arms contort themselves, as if they were embracing 
their own constraints. In both LIMBUS and LAG: A 
Holding Pattern in Building 9 (at the former Sand 
Point Naval Station in Seattle (1998)), the installa-
tion space is delineated into contiguous areas. In 
LIMBUS, the use of movable walls breaks the Jundt 
Galleries into discrete spaces — in effect suggesting 
both interconnection and disjunction. The rooms 
seem to be working out a division of labor, each 
room assigned a different function.
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traffic or to guard the entrance. The threshold is 
important here, we’ve entered another often noisy 
world. Neatly stowed away, a blanket of sleeping 
canes forms figure eights, a series of mobiuses that 
suggests a suturing of head to foot to head. The 
canes fill the floor of a small room, locked in their 
own quiet embrace — “nevaslip” rubber stops on 
both ends. In an adjacent room, mattresses triangu-
late a boxy space. Chairs face each other standing 
on pillows which lay on mattresses; canes protrude 
antenna-like from the chairs, dangling their handles 
down to form small circles or connection points. 
Several prints are draped over chairs.

Sanderson’s primary discipline (1990 MFA Print-
making, University of Washington) was not 
sculpture but printmaking. In her recent series of 
close-up photographs of flesh illustrated with hand 
drawn hairs, she is working towards an image that 
represents or foregrounds physicality. The eye feels 
impeded. We are thrust so close that we get dis-
oriented. In LAG, we followed a continuous bed of 
pillows, leaning or laying flat, filling the entire floor 
and ascending a staircase — leading to a dramati-
cally lighted chair on the landing, canes protruding. 
So, while canes and chairs explore the physical 
possibilities of interaction, beds and pillows cush-
ion the pain, completing the furnishings of these 
rooms. Like a dream of an ascension, chairs climb 
atop their canes — and vice versa — canes clothing 
the chairs, forming bridges and interconnections 
between themselves, building relations. The internal 
space can seem orderly and chaotic at the same 
time. There is something unsettling in the otherwise 
harmonious form of chairs and canes. Maybe it is 
the fact that the chairs are second hand, openly 
displaying the scars of their long life. The chairs 
have a certain nostalgia, unlike the canes which 
show no signs of age. This tension between the 
new or generic canes and these old and weathered 
chairs provides a balance which seems appropriate 
for a nursing home — the sanitary and impersonal 
(that along with television often dominate these 
places today) versus the worn and diseased.

There are many hidden stories here that will never 
be told. We come to this installation and discover 
our own stories, easily imagining patients playing 
cards or tapping toes to phonograph records. As 
Sanderson explores the dysfunction of the chairs, 
they work with their canes to stand and walk and 
finally dance; they begin to attain a life of their own. 
A sense of joy and pain is evoked.

The artist’s work is to struggle with materials — in 
this instance with these chairs and canes — to 
choreograph a dance. With LIMBUS, Sanderson 
infiltrates the museum to celebrate noise as an in-
terference that can increase the significance of the 
message.

Sources

Nathaniel Mackey. “Sound and Sentiment, Sound 
and Symbol” in Callaloo, No. 30. (Winter, 1987), pp. 
29-54.

Georges Perec. Life: A User’s Manual. Translated by 
David Bellos. Boston: David R. Godine, 1987. Origi-
nally published in French in 1978 by Hachette.

Michel Serres. The Parasite. Translated by Law-
rence R Schehr. Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity Press, 1982.

*Portions of this essay were adopted from an ear-
lier article written on LAG: A Holding Pattern in 
Building 9 (1999)

right: Easy Chair and Tractor (from 
Re-Vamp), 1999. Photo by Anna 
Daedalus at Jundt Art Museum, 
Gonzaga University, Spokane, WA

opposite, top: Tiny Armoire, 2012, 
found antique music cabinet, 77 
altered walking canes, 40 x 18 x 16”

opposite, bottom: Closet (detail 
from LIMBUS), 2007, walking canes, 
hanging lamp. Photo by Anna 
Daedalus at Jundt Art Museum, 
Gonzaga University, Spokane, WA
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The title of this retrospective show, Uneasy Land-
scapes, underscores that such inversions, cata-
lyzed by disability, ground Sanderson’s work. In her 
sculptures, prints, drawings, and photographs, the 
human body and its accoutrements likewise be-
come a feminist landscape. Sanderson’s use of the 
smooth wood of canes and the soft material of mat-
tress pads, for instance, hearkens back to how fem-
inist artists blurred the boundaries between the fine 
arts and craft. In material and meaning, Sanderson 
takes this process further, destabilizing binaries and 
hierarchies of gender and ability in a way that is 
sometimes exuberant, sometimes somber, always 
nuanced. She reminds us of those bodies that have 
been made uneasy, whether due to restrictive nar-
ratives of inferiority, passivity, and limitation that 
have been imposed on both women’s bodies and 

Biding time: playing the numbers, 2012, 
archival digital print, 57 x 32”

Unravelling time, 2012, archival digital 
print, 57 x 32”

For Ill is for Good: Harriet Sanderson’s Feminist Disability Aesthetic
Ann M. Fox, Ph.D.

Associate Professor of English
Davidson College

Recently, I viewed some disability artifacts at the 
Smithsonian Museum of American History. At first, I 
didn’t recognize what turned out to be a collection 
of worn tips, long discarded by a user of a white 
cane for the blind. An abundant assemblage, their 
scuffed metal and worn rubber suggested a life of 
individuality and exploration, instantly reminding me 
of a similar gathering I had seen in 2009, as part of 
Harriet Sanderson’s installation for Davidson Col-
lege, Molt, with Scurs. There, a collection of wood-
en cane tips sat personified, clustered on a wooden 
chair, seeming to huddle together tenderly yet look 
outward, evoking a medical device now liberated 
from our limiting, standardized definitions of it. Dis-
ease with disease was replaced with playfulness 
and whimsy, Sanderson’s creativity with the cane 
evoking the creativity of disability.

left: Greeter (detail from LIMBUS), 2007, found adult-sized 
chair, cane fragments, “neva-slip” rubber tips. Photo by 
Anna Daedalus at Jundt Art Museum, Gonzaga University, 
Spokane, WA

right: Reach for sleep, 2012, archival digital print, 8 x 6”, 
Braille reads: “I reached for sleep and drew it round me like 
a blanket muffling pain and thought together in the merciful 
dark.” Mary Stewart
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to understand the creation of identity anew.

John Milton’s poetic admonition to his blind 
self, “They also serve who stand and wait,” sug-
gests the traditional view of the disabled body in 
repose: waiting, resigned, warehoused. Like so 
many forgotten women in history, disabled people 
have been put out of sight and out of mind. But 
Sanderson values the domestic and the hidden, 
illustrating through the frequent use of mattress 
pads and beds in her work, for example, how time 
is experienced by a body requiring long periods of 
bed rest. Reach for sleep contains in Braille the leg-
end, “I reached for sleep, drawing it round me….” 
The Braille and the pad it is superimposed upon 
tenderly curve around, suggesting the descent into 
sleep. In Biding time: playing the numbers and Un-
ravelling time, imprints on mattress pads suggest 
a body that has lived and aged in that bed, leaving 

disabled bodies, or due to physical experiences 
that have been ignored or devalued. As a result, 
the feminist disability aesthetic Sanderson creates 
is visionary and teacherly, and our spectatorship 
becomes uneasy in multiple ways: unsettling, but 
rigorous. The productive discomfort Sanderson 
compels does not force a choice between “for good 
or for ill;” here, “for ill” is for good in the multiple 
ways in which, thanks to the particular intersections 
of disability and gender in her work, she invites us 

behind the residue not only of movement, but of 
shed oils, skin cells, hair: someone was here. Those 
imprints, figured in both black and white, are not so 
black-and-white in clarifying the emotional life of 
that body. Did that person feel anger, as suggested 
by the earlier Bed Prints (1989-91), or perhaps 
boredom or restlessness? Or rather, was the time of 
repose a period of creativity and reflection? As early 
as Sanderson’s 1991 installation Rise and Shine, 
a cocoon hangs from an empty bed frame: rest is 
necessary for transformation, and does not neces-
sarily suggest disinterest in the world. The mattress 
pad that is drawn and re-drawn upon in Molt, with 
Scurs suggests the intricacies that can emerge 
out of the seeming sameness of the humble white 
quilting, created in an almost meditative way, like 
Buddhist sand mandalas. Even in whiling away the 
time, the person in that bed is reveling in the sheer 
joy of possible directions the mind might go.

above: Bed Prints (from Making Amends), 1990, printing ink, 
oils, powdered graphite rubbings of bedsprings on paper, 
suite of 6 prints, 72 x 30” each. Photo by Lynn Thompson

opposite: Cocoon (from Rise and Shine), 1991, photocopy 
collage on board, 6”x12”28 29



Sanderson also gifts to us an uneasy reminder of 
the bodies that have been erased from the land-
scape of history. In a series such as Cured (2000), 
Sanderson makes visible the experience of those 
made subject to the manipulations of pharmaceuti-
cal trials over time, valuing the knowledge of their 
experience over the medical knowledge that was 
the end result. Her installation, LAG: A Holding Pat-
tern in Building 9 (1999), also resonates with the 
visibility of our own forgetting. An installation at the 
former Sand Point Naval Air Station, Sanderson 
engages in what she describes as a “metaphorical 
search for the service men and women left waiting 
in military hospitals.” She thus questions a histo-
riography that simultaneously glorifies and forgets 
“wounded warriors,” and LAG creates a more ab-
stract, poetic sense of their presence; the many, 
many canes that are layered through and prop up 
discarded office furniture suggest military men and 
women who were once defined as uniform and in-
distinguishable, but now are destabilized and made 
to seem extraneous when removed from their pri-
mary function. Even as disability distinguishes and 
individualizes them, we cannot forget what Sander-
son asks us: what larger systems have consumed 
the time and bodies of disabled women and men? 
Attention, she insists, must be paid.

But Sanderson’s feminist disability aesthetic is not 
simply about revising personal and political histo-
ries, important as that is. Sanderson’s work also 
celebrates the movement of the extraordinary body, 
enhancing the feminist deconstruction of the bodily 
ideal. Signs of traditional masculinity and femininity 
are liberated from their ordinary meanings. In Molt, 
with Scurs, the chair possessing those cane tips 
also cheekily satirizes a phallus-obsessed culture; 
shoes are featured from which the pointed, pinched 
high heels have been amputated and replaced 
with curved, sensuous cane handles, a whimsical 
critique that any woman who has had to teeter on 
unnaturally high heels would recognize. But those 
cane shoes also recall a disabled body which might 
experience stability differently. The canes of Walking 

Wall (1997), installed outside an orthopedic clinic, 
welcome and anticipate the motion of those bod-
ies moving between them: ones that dip, sway, and 
move forward in their own ways. This work of public 
art reminds us that rather than working to standard-
ize bodies or be a kind of shrine to cure, the clinic’s 
purpose should be to bring a body’s own kind of 
movement into fuller being. Indeed, in Sanderson’s 
photographic series, Last-Ditch Attempt to Appear 
Normal (2007), she uses her own body, bisected by 
a mirror that gives her at times the appearance of 
symmetry, to pointedly tweak the cultural impera-
tive for bodily normalcy that might encourage pass-
ing. In some photos, her own disabled arm is imag-
ined away; in others, the reflection creates a body 
so perfectly symmetrical that her head is cut off, her 
identity totally lost. By way of contrast, long before 
Lady Gaga bedazzled a wheelchair or crutches, 
Sanderson’s gorgeous, reworked wheelchairs of 
RE-VAMP (2007) and cane shoes suggest a deep 
pleasure in the sensuality of disability cool, and the 
beauty of crip couture.

There’s an invitation to touch in works like Walk-
ing Wall as well as Sanderson’s more recent prints 
that creates an aesthetic of access. The classist 
and ableist hierarchies created by a viewing-only, 
gallery-sequestered experience are questioned by 
the unconventional locations in which Sanderson 
has placed installations. Her recent prints bring this 
interrogation into the gallery space itself; for exam-
ple, He preferred drawing all over himself features 
raised dots of paste that suggest Braille and invite 
our touch, while other prints literally are embossed 
with Braille. The Braille in He preferred drawing all 
over himself seamlessly blends into an image of 
skin dotted with pores which leads, as Sanderson 
points out, to the viewer being “taken aback when 
they realize they are actually stroking someone’s 
body, metaphorically speaking.” Such an experi-
ence literalizes the connection Sanderson is trying 
to create between the viewer and embodiment, but 
it also pulls a viewer who can use their hands into a 
very different way of engaging art, yielding its own 

Walking Wall, 1997, permanent installation of 700 walking 
canes at Harborview Medical Center Orthopedic Clinic, 
Seattle, WA. photo by Leo Daedalus. See video at 
harrietsanderson.com

Last-Ditch, 2007, suite of four photographic diptychs 
made in collaboration with Anna Daedalus, 20 x 23” each

Blue Suede Shoes, 2009, found women’s size 9 shoes, 
curved walking cane sections, rubber spacers. Photo by 
Lynn Thompson

Detail from LAG: A Holding Pattern in Building 9, 1999, 
400 canes; ~100 site chairs, game tables, smoking stands, 
mattresses and pillows, 5000-sq ft installation at the former 
Sand Point Naval Air Station. Photo by Anna Daedalus
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set of transgressive questions: Who gets to spec-
tate in the museum? How is spectatorship carried 
out? What senses and physical experiences do we 
privilege as the most important to making meaning? 
Reach for sleep, alongside the rubbing of its Braille 
quotation, also shows the traces of fingerprints that 
made it, those dusty black remnants a simultane-
ous reminder of the now-invisible artist and of the 
necessity of touch to fully experience that quotation 
in its original form.

The 1998 video TILT, featuring ten minutes of 
Sanderson working to balance a chair on four 
upside-down canes, makes us ruminate on how 
closely interwoven the experiences of disability and 
art-making are: both require ingenuity, innovation, 
and creativity. As the final image of a chair balanc-
ing on canes suggests, Sanderson literally tilts our 

understanding of the patterns of normalcy, showing 
that they are provisional and contingent rather than 
fixed. Indeed, Sanderson’s most recent prints suc-
cinctly embody this aspect of her feminist disability 
aesthetic. Some are black-and-white negatives of 
each other, or play with black and white within the 
same image; old hierarchies of color are destabi-
lized. On many of them, Sanderson plays connect-
the-dots; in some images, those dots turn out to be 
pores from a scan of Sanderson’s own skin, digitally 
reworked; in others, they turn out to be different 
points on an image of a mattress pad; in still others, 
the dots of Braille letters. Sanderson shows us how 
intrinsic a thing it is in us to “connect the dots,” to 
make and impose meaning; the connections on 
various prints alternately trace meandering trails, 
geometric shapes, and even complex structures. 
That the prints are body-sized further underscores 
that it is in the body that we originate so much of 
our meaning-making. Sanderson’s new connections 
overlie extant patterning, their randomness under-
scoring our ability, like Sanderson’s, to break old 
ways of knowing apart. Sanderson intentionally lay-
ers a skinscape and a starmap in Biding time: play-
ing the numbers and Unravelling time, where some-
thing as intimate as a close up of skin is overlaid 
with a crazy quilt of arrows plotting constellations. 
The personal, in Sanderson’s work, is an uneasy 
landscape both contracted and expansive, where 
a mattress pad--or a small patch of skin--can be-
come both an investigation of the social construc-
tion of identity and an assemblage of possibilities 
for how it can be defined anew.

top: He preferred drawing all over himself, 2012, punctured 
archival inkjet print, glue, 30 x 70”. Braille reads: “Like every 
child, he had a vast collection of rudimentary colouring 
books, but he preferred drawing lines himself,… taking a 
pen and drawing all over himself. It could go as far and long 
as he wanted, or he could press the nib of his blunt pencil 
hard against the surface and mark out little dots to connect 
them. He loved drawing lines that could just go straight on 
forever, born of a dot and ending with a dot.” Excerpt from 
Lines, by Juliana Loh. Used by permission of the author.

bottom: Easy Chair (from Re-Vamp), 1999, stainless steel, 
natural fiber caning, standard sized manual wheelchair. 
Photo by Anna Daedalus at Jundt Art Museum, Gonzaga 
University, Spokane, WA 33
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above: Naked (detail from studio installation), 2005, six 
shaped archival digital prints, 32” x 16’ (full piece)

opposite: Zipped-up Landscape, 1988, lithograph, chine-
collé, 22 x 30”
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